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Professor Milan Balaz

A Message
From the
Editor in Chief
Dear Readers,
With the beginning of a new year and decade, 2020,
came anticipation for new innovations, discoveries,
and human progress. Yet, little did anyone expect
that what we would soon desire above all is a
restoration of the “normal.” As of August, the
COVID-19 pandemic has infected more than 24
million victims around the world and caused 830
thousand deaths. With heightened fear of this highly
contagious virus, a “new normal” emerged in the
form of quarantines, social distancing, and online
activities. Our individual homes have become our
“new” schools, workplaces, and recreation
centers—including the meeting place for UIC Scribe
members.
Adjusting to this new way of life has not been easy.
For now, most of us shun social gatherings, obscure
ourselves with masks, and avoid face-to-face
interactions. Yet as inherent social animals, we
crave intimate social interaction and the personal
stories of others—I would assume this as one of your
reasons for picking up this issue of Scribe. The same
desires were held by Yonsei students this semester,
eager to return to campus, catch up with friends,
and engage with classmates. But with the deferment
of various school events, like the renowned Akaraka
Festival or the International Campus Residential
College experience, and ultimately, the indefinite
continuation of online classes, students found
themselves aﬀlicted with an unpleasant new reality.

But like our social instincts, humans are also
excellent adapters, a trait that has helped us
overcome similar past crises and which gives us
hope for the end of this ongoing pandemic. Our
theme of “New Normal” highlights the lifestyle
changes, the crippling impact of the virus, and the
frustrations and sorrow that characterized the first
half of 2020. However, it also expresses hope to
swiftly “renew the normal” way of life. In this issue,
the “COVID-19” special section contains the
diﬀiculties faced by students of Underwood
International College, but more importantly, how
they have remained resilient by adapting to and
overcoming such obstacles. Moreover, through
keeping sections “School” and “Culture,” we aim to
preserve our way of life and bring attention to
achievements and phenomena that may have been
masked by the overbearing pandemic. Though the
experiences of Scribe members may be personal, I
believe they represent the shared struggles,
strength, and hopes of the Yonsei community and
beyond.
In closing, I express my sincere gratitude to fellow
editors and members of the UIC Scribe. The club
faced numerous challenges this semester with
frequent shifts in our schedule and activity plans.
But I am proud of the flexibility and teamwork that
was accomplished, showcased in our end product. I
hope this publication will provide a unique student
perspective of an important but transitory period of
our “new normal.”
Sincerely,
Dongwoo (Sam) Kang
Editor-in-Chief
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Experiencing
UIC Seminars
2020. 06. 22
written by

Hyelim Kim

Are you a freshman of UIC searching for information on
Common Curriculum Seminars? Or an upperclassman trying
to decide which classes to take next semester? This article
might help you make up your mind. But first of all, what is a
UIC Seminar? Seminars are a part of the Common Curriculum,
and they oﬀer a true liberal arts experience to students in UIC.
They allow students to thrive in a wide range of topics
through small-sized classes and active discussions between
students and professors. You can go beyond your major to
study topics such as literature, art, and economics. Students
in the Underwood Division have to take a minimum of four
UIC Seminars to meet the graduation requirements. Students
in the Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences Division (HASSD)
and Integrated Science and Engineering Division (ISED) need
to take just two Seminars. There are also ways to substitute
the Seminars with other classes, too, so be sure to check the
graduation requirements.
Nevertheless, Seminars can become a burden to students of
all majors. They are infamous within UIC for their heavy
workload and diﬀicult material. For most Seminars, you need
to really put a lot of time and energy into doing the readings,
writing response papers, and participating in discussions. It’s
important that you choose a class that will suit you the best.
The semester is going to be a tough ride if you enroll in a
Seminar that you’re genuinely not interested in. If you are
having trouble planning for your next course schedule, this
review of some seminars might help you.

7
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Masculinities, Modernity, and Men
In this class, you study changing images of “masculinity”
primarily in Japan and Korea. You are required to do readings,
usually historical papers and short stories, and participate in
discussions each week. This is a great class if you are looking for
a challenging yet interesting course to really cultivate your
scholarship. There are weekly quizzes, response papers, presentations, and term papers, so when you’re enrolling, be prepared
to really get engaged.

Topics in European History
For every art-lover, this is a perfect opportunity for you to study
the history of art, especially “art-collecting” in Europe. Every
week, you can explore the diﬀerent fields of art, the lives of
artists and art-collectors, and prominent museums in Europe
and America. Each lecture is filled with pictures and fascinating
videos. The weekly readings may be dense, but they will
definitely help you strengthen your understanding of European
art.

Visual Culture
This course helps you cultivate your skills in critically analyzing
visual images in Korea. You learn the features and some hidden
ideologies behind modern art, public advertisements, TV
commercials, etc. Also, instead of taking midterm and final
exams, you do individual and group presentations. So if you are
the type of person who is not confident in written exams, this
class would be perfect for you.

Despite the amazing benefits of Seminars, there are
also some displeased voices and opinions regarding
the UIC Seminar requirement within the student
body. Some claim that the number of Seminars
available is too small relative to the total number of
students in UIC. This leads to overheated competition
during course enrollment, where you have to bet the
maximum 36 mileage points to get into a Seminar you
want. (Yonsei University has a unique way of course
enrollment where each student “bets” for the course
they want within a given amount of mileage points.)
Students’ frustration is understandable. Each semester, only around 19-20 Seminars are opened, while
there are 500-600 students waiting to be enrolled.
Since Seminars are based on a small-group discussion system, only around 15-20 students can get into
each class. This results in tragic cases where some
students fail to enroll even after betting the maximum
36 mileage points.
It would be more desirable for the UIC Oﬀice to set a
maximum amount of mileage points that can be used
for each Seminar. Such regulation would prevent
students from betting too many mileage points on

one class, thus making it possible to distribute the
mileage points more eﬀiciently among diﬀerent
courses. However, for now, the best you can do is
plan your betting more wisely. So here’s a tip for
freshmen or Sinchon freshmen: Always check the
mileage results for the previous semesters before
betting on a class. You can find the results on Yonsei
Portal. You can start by enrolling in Seminars that
require relatively less mileage points, and then
enroll for the most popular Seminars later when
you have taken enough classes. This is because
when there is a tie of mileage points, the total
number of acquired credits determines who gets to
enroll in the class. Upperclassmen tend to have a
lot more credits than freshmen and therefore have
an advantage. So be mindful of this, and I wish you
the best of luck in your next course enrollment!
Reminder: The course descriptions are based on
previous semesters. Specific syllabi may be subject
to change.

8
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Double Majoring at UIC:
A Precious Opportunity That Often Goes Unknown
2020. 06. 10
written by

Emma Nijssen

My experience as a double major student has been enriching and I would like to encourage all
my other UIC colleagues to consider this precious opportunity. Even though I am an Underwood Division student and have written this article largely based on my personal experiences
as such, a lot of the information I share will also be helpful for students from other divisions.

If applying for a double major within your division in UIC (e.g., an Underwood Division student
applying for a double major in International Studies and Comparative Literature and Culture),
you will be accepted without any selection process. Applying for a double major within UIC, but
from a diﬀerent division (e.g., an Underwood Division student applying for Justice and Civil
Leadership as their second major), is done through a selection process. Administrators will
judge whether you are qualified to declare this major. Finally, students can also double major
in non-UIC Yonsei majors. This also includes a selection process. Students can choose to
double major in almost any major oﬀered at Yonsei, save for a few specialized areas such as
medicine and dentistry. The application itself is done from the end of your fourth semester for
UIC majors and from the end of your third semester for non-UIC majors, through the Yonsei
Portal’s Academic Management System. Specific instructions on the time frame and specific
process are uploaded to the UIC notices website before the final examination period of each
semester.

9
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Underclassmen are often of the perception that juggling two
majors instead of focusing on one is extra challenging.
Mentioning that I am doing a double major often elicits
reactions along the lines of, “Wow, I could never do that!” But
as shown in the breakdown above, the number of total
classes needed to graduate doesn’t change. And since general electives also contribute to your overall GPA, double majoring doesn’t make it more challenging to get higher grades. In
fact, replacing general elective classes of diﬀerent subject
areas with classes for your second major actually means that
you will have extra robust background knowledge from your
other classes of that major — which will likely translate into
higher grades all around.
UIC students who have taken the introductory class RC101
will know that each UIC major has a set of “magic numbers”
for how many credits they need to accumulate in order to
graduate. The exact numbers diﬀer slightly per major, but the
example I provide is from my own major, Political Science and
International Relations. The basic formula is 42 + 42 + 42 =
126. This refers to the credits UIC students must achieve in
order to graduate: 42 credits from the common curriculum
courses, 42 credits from their first major, and 42 credits of
general electives — or any classes that do not fall under their
major. But when double majoring, these numbers shift.
Though diﬀerent majors have diﬀerent specific requirements,
the total credits needed remain around 126, so the added
burden of double majoring is negligible. The specific breakdowns for each major’s required credits can be found on the
UIC website under the “majors and curriculum tab”: just go to
your field of interest and click on the “Degree Requirements”
button to download a pdf file with all the details.

  

For myself, the double major experience has been very
enlightening. While general electives give all students the
opportunity to take classes from all majors and dabble in
subjects they are interested in, double majoring provides a
deeper involvement in both subjects at once. In my past three
years at UIC, majoring in both Political Science and in
Sustainable Development, I have found myself fascinated
time and time again by how intertwined these two subjects
actually are. When taking classes from either major, my
experience is definitely enriched by my deeper knowledge of
another field. For instance, having background knowledge on
how international-level diplomacy works helps to inform my
opinions on how the global community should approach
negotiations on climate change agreements — without this
multifaceted approach I may never have even considered that
there are fundamental discrepancies in the voting power that
each country possesses in the formation of these treaties, and
the implications of these discrepancies on how the people of
each country consequently view the treaties formed. For
these reasons and more, being involved in two entirely
diﬀerent academic communities has greatly enriched my
experience as a student.
If there is a downside to double majoring, it would be that it is
often challenging to fit all the classes I need into my schedule
each semester. Time slots for diﬀerent majors sometimes do
not correlate well, and almost every semester I have long days
and awkward breaks. On top of that, my majors are on two
diﬀerent campuses, so I commute back and forth at least two
days per week. But despite this, I still highly recommend
double majoring to any incoming students willing to give it a
try. Those who are willing to do some advance planning of the
credits needed for graduation, and put in just a little extra
eﬀort, the rewards greatly outweigh the trouble.

10
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Your Guide to
UIC Student Clubs
2020. 05. 14
written by

Yoona Cho

  
     
    


ULS stands out from the many other law societies of Yonsei for two reasons: its adoption
of English and its focus on international law. This Sinchon-based club has 17 members
and is geared towards undergraduates with an appetite for legal studies.
ULS hosts weekly sessions during which students discuss legal issues within the boundaries of each semester's academic theme (e.g. International Criminal Law for Spring 2020).
Members may submit legal journals to the ULS X JCL student conference, where UIC
professors provide feedback and grading. Moreover, this law society recurrently
dominates in various Moot Court competitions, while graduates have gone on to enroll at
some of the world’s most prestigious law schools.
Words from President Yejin Kim (JCL 17):
ULS welcomes all students striving for academic enlightenment regarding international
law. Please do not hesitate to apply during our summer recruitment!

    
 
UGC was founded with the purpose of providing a social
bonding platform for UIC students yearning for meaningful
relationships. Based in Songdo, UGC is especially popular
among freshmen and foreigners unfamiliar with Korean
culture.
With its emphasis on good food, good music, and an overall
good time, UGC oﬀers multiple events from dinners with
professors and barbeque events to International Potlucks.
Prepare to be smothered in aﬀection by UGC’s oﬀicers, who
are more than willing to oﬀer help with everything including
airport pickups and neighborhood tours.
Words from President Ummairah Binte Shariﬀ (CLC 19):
Coming to a new country by yourself may feel daunting at
first, but UGC can help your adjustment. Although we have
chosen to halt activities this semester in light of COVID-19,
stay tuned for our return in the fall.
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YUU was founded in 2006 as Yonsei’s varsity English debate club. Based
in Sinchon, it boasts 47 members, a significant number of which are
foreigners, exchange students, and non-UIC majors. As one of the
nation’s most esteemed debating organizations, YUU continues to
excel in tournaments and is the only Korean team to have broken a
debate at the World Universities Debating Championship (WUDC).
Sessions are held on Tuesdays and Thursdays, during which members
listen to lectures, engage in debate rounds, and receive constructive
feedback. YUU rotates between the Asian Parliamentary and British
Parliamentary format each semester. All new members are required to
participate in Korea’s largest collegiate debating tournament by the
Korea Intervarsity Debate Association. Further participation is not
mandatory yet encouraged for informal matches, overseas tournaments, after-parties, and membership training sessions.
Words from President Joonseo Chang (IS 19):
To all debaters out there: the 2021 WUDC will be hosted right here at
Yonsei, where YUU will be playing a pivotal role. If you are an aspiring
rhetorician with a fervor for world events, join us in this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

  
YDMUN is the only MUN representative of Korea to be recognized
by the Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs and Trade. Since its nascence,
YDMUN has prevailed in global tournaments and is the first Asian
delegation to be awarded the highest honors at the National Model
United Nations (NMUN). Based in Songdo, this club selects 14
committee members each semester and welcomes non-UIC
students.
The biggest yearly project for YDMUN is the extremely popular
Yonsei Model United Nations (YMUN), an event aimed at educating
middle and high school students on international aﬀairs. In
addition to organizing YMUN, members participate in joint-university sessions, are invited to homecomings, and travel to the United
Nations headquarters in New York to partake in the annual NMUN.
Words from President Mina Kim (IS 19):
Through the demanding activities of YMUN, I have challenged
myself, made lifelong friends, and learned priceless lessons. We
encourage all those interested to join us on our quest for academic
achievement and diplomatic excellence.

  
UIC’s diverse culture has spawned a plethora of student organization options. For a broader selection, please visit the UIC
website (https://uic.yonsei.ac.kr/) or refer to student club promotions in your division’s Kakao chatroom.
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Smart is the New Sexy:
Why We Should Know

2020. 06. 18
written by

Let’s be honest — sex education in school used to be a mildly
exciting aﬀair when we were ten. But I’m sure most students
― especially those educated in Korea ― would agree it didn’t
take us very long to realize that these programs were merely
repetitive formalities. What we “learned” about sex in
eleventh grade was the same as in third grade, the same
repertoire of gender equality and naming parts of reproductive organs. The reserved social climate represses direct and
truly informative communication regarding the subject,
forcing students to rely on misguiding sources such as porn to
get into the nitty-gritty of sex.
This May, Chiwon House broke away from all conventions to
host an atypically pragmatic sex education RC program,
featuring guest speaker Roh Ha Yeon from Lala School, a
sexual lifestyle consulting agency under the slogan, “sex ed
can change the world.” Its mission is to empower people with
knowledge and enable them to enjoy healthy and autonomous sex lives. Facilitating active communication with
students through Zoom and KakaoTalk, Ms. No turned what
could have been another passive and formal lecture into an
opportunity to learn by asking and know by heart.
The lecture began with a simple question: “What are the three
things we need for sex?” The correct answer is consent, safety,
and contraception. As obvious as it seems, very few students
came up with “consent,” the more immature answers including “a partner” and “a recording device,” the latter of which
caused an indignant uproar among the students. We were
adults, but still had to rebuild our ideas of sex from the
ground up, starting from the very basis: Sex - Consent = Rape.
Of course, we've all been taught the simple mantra: no means
no. But what exactly counts as a “yes?” The first thing we need
to remember is that partners have the power to withdraw
consent at any given moment, even during the very act of
intercourse. Second, partners must be in an equal relationship in which “both parties are comfortable with making and
refusing demands.” An unequal social position between
partners or a lack of sobriety or conciousness on one side
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Yoon Chung

easily leads to coercion and rape. Last but not least, a certain
degree of enthusiasm is required. For example, a mumbled
“okay” while avoiding eye contact is clearly diﬀerent from “I'm
down” with a wink. We need to keep in mind that reluctant or
coerced consent is not consensual at all. In other words,
consent is not a question of a verbally straightforward “yes”
or “no,” but of the time and place, the power relations
between partners, and their body language.
Regarding safety, Ms. No went into detail about sexually
transmitted diseases (STDs). Instead of listing the medical
names and physical manifestation of each disease in
textbook-style, she gave us a comprehensive list of easily
recognizable early symptoms such as warts, unpleasant
odors, spotting, colored discharge and abdominal pain. One
crucial fact most students didn't know was that some people
― especially men ― are non-symptomatic to certain diseases,
which is why regular checkups are essential in avoiding the
trap of unwitting transmission.
The second half of the lecture, however, was easily the most
memorable. It began with a step-by-step tutorial on how to
use condoms, in which Ms. No demonstrated how to open a
condom without damaging it, how to leave space for the
sperm at the front, and how to safely withdraw without
“spills;” all with an actual condom and a plastic model of an
erect penis. She also stressed the importance of alternative
contraceptives to maximize our options, as some people
suﬀer from “condom allergies” from reactions to latex. The
rest of the hour was devoted to a lengthy Q&A session
centered around the students, who made full use of the
anonymity of the online platform and freely asked about
everything from orgasms to vaginismus. Despite the
forty-minute time limit, Ms. No candidly answered most of
our questions, which I appreciated as one of the questioners.
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In a brief interview on the overall quality of the lecture,
freshman Lee majoring in English assessed, “The best thing
about this program was its practicality. As an adult, I wanted
to know more about the realistic aspects of sex and how to do
it ‘right.’ That's why I applied for this program. It promised to
teach everything we wanted to know, and mostly, it did. We
have a right to learn how to engage in responsible and safe
sex. Lala School doesn’t shy away from that responsibility.”
Although some parents and instructors worry that giving
detailed information about sex would encourage promiscuity
among students, a study by the Committe of Obstetrics and
Gyneology has revealed that knowledge doesn't incite more
but merely well-advised sex, helping young adults be sexually
healthy. For the sake of our physical and emotional well-being as well as maintaining a power balance in romantic
relationships, it's time for standardized sex education in
Korea to get real. With the innovative program, “Smart is
Sexy,” Yonsei and Lala School have taken a step towards
pioneering changes in our sexual culture for the better.
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The Institute of
Higher Education
and Innovation:
Towards Social Innovation
2020. 06. 28
written by

Minjung Kim

“If there is a huge wave coming towards you, do not be afraid. Ride it. See how far it takes you,”
said Professor Jaeyeol Lee, chairman of the Korean Foundation for Advanced Studies.
In the morning of May 19th, 2020, an agreement marking the beginning of the 2020 Workstation
collaboration between student organizations and the Institute of Higher Education and Innovation (IHEI) was streamed online. After looking around the empty auditorium and then at the
faces on the screen, Yong-seok Jang, the vice president of the IHEI closed his opening speech
by saying, “we should not be discouraged. Instead we should approach this pandemic as an
opportunity, one in which we can experiment with and gain new insights.” His statement
encapsulated the goal of Workstation teams and the IHEI by highlighting that they should strive
to generate ideas to transform challenges into opportunities.
IHEI was founded in 2018 by Yonsei University and the Korea Foundation for Advanced Studies
with the mission to stimulate innovation in the field of higher education and to solve social
issues by fostering talented and empathetic students. Sharing, innovation, and engagement
are its core values. IHEI Workstations are independent student organizations that carry out
social innovation from early stages of inception to the final stages of completion. Each project
team experiments with diﬀerent innovation fields such as global social entrepreneurship,
public value learning, or social innovation networks, but all of them have the goal of social
progress in mind. The Workstations are significant in that they are treated as peer entities to
the IHEI, which refrains from giving top-down instructions. By doing so, students can take
charge and direct projects in a responsible manner. The Workstations also benefit from the IHEI
that provides grants that the student groups can spend at their discretion.
The contributions of the Workstations can be found in various parts of society. For instance, the
“Hola Plan” team developed a mobile app that provides financial guidance for college
students. The Korean Student Aid Foundation is praised for its eﬀorts to reduce the burden of
students by providing them with student loans with low interest rates. However the team
noticed that the organization does not provide information on repayment strategies. They
aimed to solve this problem by creating an easily accessible online library of financial information. Another example would be the “Corona QNA” team. The team identified the growing wave
of fake news regarding the pandemic as a serious problem. To solve this, they constructed a
website that provides accurate and valid medical information regarding COVID-19.
This year, there have been several changes to the Workstations. The number of participating
teams was increased to 163 and some of the teams included fellow UIC-ians, such as the Yonsei
Student Climate Action Network (YSCAN). The IHEI also provided the teams with a panel of
advisors from previous participants to share their experiences. “Social Value Management” was
added to the workstation rubric in order to encourage students to develop business models
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capable of creating social benefits. Lastly, ten “Workstation pro teams” were selected by the
IHEI. These teams get to represent each innovation field and are given the responsibility to
facilitate idea sharing among the participating Workstations.
The IHEI has also positively influenced the university courses. This semester, 83 undergrad
courses were selected as Social innovation Certificate Courses. Students who enroll in these
courses are not only awarded project funding but also given networking opportunities.
Fourteen (e.g. Environment and Development, Interaction Design, and Research Design and
Quantitative Methods...etc.) are UIC-only courses. These courses go beyond abstract theories
taught in textbooks. For instance, the final assignment of the Environment and Development
course requires students to propose an environmental research project that can be implemented in real life.
We live in a rapidly changing society that presents unprecedented problems. The IHEI aims to
foster the next generation of social innovators capable of providing not only “eﬀective”
solutions, but also those that are socially inclusive. The latest innovation projects can be found
on the IHEI website: https://ihei.yonsei.ac.kr/ihei/index.do.
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Christianity
Classes:

Compulsory

or Life-Changing?
The History and Meaning behind Christianity Courses

2020. 06. 28
written by

Dail Jung

Many students have been questioning the necessity of the
Christianity courses in the Underwood International College
(UIC) experience. But the class has many merits that may not
initially be easily perceived by the students. The course gives
a more profound understanding into one religion, prepares us
for a world of diverse cultures and beliefs, and makes us
conscientious critical thinkers, which significantly benefits
our academic development and personal development as
truth-seeking Yonsei alumni. Having taken the Bible and
Christianity course, I spoke with Professor Paik Young Min, the
professor for my Christianity course and the lead pastor of the
Songdo Global Church, to gain more insight about the material taught in the class. I hope to shed some light on the
reasons as to why our university requires us to take the
Christianity courses and how to make the best out of them.

17

Christianity courses bring Yonsei students one step closer to
the mindset that the university hopes to achieve. In one of the
first lectures of the course, the students learned about the
history of the Underwood International College itself. The
college is named after Rev. Underwood, who helped found
Korea’s first modern hospital that would later become Yonsei
University. UIC in particular is the product of the countless
sacrifices he and many others made for the sake of providing
a quality education. Many students, including myself, did not
previously know about Rev. Underwood, Rev. Appenzeller,
and many others who had dedicated themselves to our
education, or under what circumstances they came and lived
in our country to establish our beloved institution. Before
tuning into the class, students might generally know some of
the historical facts regarding the establishment of the university, but after the few initial lectures, they begin to appreciate
our education for what it is. Our time here is not simply a
pathway towards landing a high-paying job, and the course
makes us less self-centered as we acknowledge that the
university contains a history and intentions beyond our own.
In a sense, the curriculum promotes the virtues the university
seeks from its students.
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Speaking of virtues, one of the cornerstones of the university
is the pursuit of "truth." Christianity courses are designed to
second-guess our assumptions and make critical reflections
on the information that is presented to us. From my interview
with the professor, he explicitly stated that he places great
value on how the courses are academic beyond the conventional textbook methods. The professors teaching the course
want students to question assumptions in religion, consider
and weigh arguments, and make conclusions for ourselves.
Another way to reach a valuable life-changing conclusion by
oneself is to examine religion in-depth. A strong case could
be made that we should be studying world religions in general to adhere to the broadening of cultures and faiths in UIC.
However, Yonsei believes Christianity courses are more
suitable for several reasons: honoring Rev. Underwood and
his beliefs, reflecting on the history of the university, and
studying one religion in depth rather than many with broad
strokes. Regarding Rev. Underwood and his beliefs, Rev.
Underwood established the institution to educate the youth
and help the Korean community. Without Rev. Underwood,
there would be no Yonsei University, and dedicating one
course out of the four-years-worth of education to honoring
his ideals seems like a basic gesture of courtesy the Yonsei
community should exhibit. Next, considering that the university was founded on Christian roots and relates itself to
Christianity on many levels, students should be well-aware of
that when applying to the university. Finally, by studying
Christianity rather than world religions, the university allows
students to add depth to their understanding of how to study
theology. The courses provide students the opportunity to
think critically about one particular religion, which can later
guide them in exploring other religions and following a faith
that truly resonates with them. Additionally, the courses are
not entirely focused on Christianity; the course oﬀers a

chance to assess other religions.
Finally, the course can add positivity to your life, not only
regarding religion but also in friendship and your worldview.
From the professor's point of view, most students enter the
classes with a negative view of Christianity or its history.
However, after the course, the professor estimates that
around 80% leave with a better understanding of what Christianity is, the merits of the religion, and some among them
even consider becoming Christians. Similarly, I began to
better appreciate the field of religion and theology as I found
out about how every person is unique in their beliefs and
religious experience. In turn, these experiences help us to
sympathize with one another, culminating in building
communities like the one the professor loved and grew up
with. Another takeaway for me was that there is great educational value in courses that teach Christianity. Although they
may not get you closer to a STEM degree or assist in securing
a lucrative job, you might learn to appreciate the community
you belong to, find out more about yourself, and reflect on
your relation to the world and God.
All in all, Christianity courses give the students a chance to be
grateful for their education, become critical thinkers, and
earn life-changing experiences. The university is also consistent with its reasoning for why the courses are required. As
the professor implied, since many of us start the course with
a grudge against it, it would be best to let go of it and make
the most out of the invaluable experience. Other courses may
simply provide you a grade, but you may leave this course
with a life-changing friend, faith, or ambition that will guide
you through your life.
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UIC 2020
Graduate Degree Admissions:

Alumni Interview
2020. 04. 08
written by Yerim Kim
This interview asked two alumni about their lives as UIC students,
why they decided to apply to their graduate school of choice,
future goals, and tips on undergraduate life and studying abroad.

Carmen Choong
        
Q: Can you please introduce yourself?
I’m Carmen Choong. I’m a UIC 15.5 International Studies
major and I’m from Singapore.
Q: Why did you choose to apply to the graduate programs
that you did?
I am doing a major switch. So even though I was an IS major,
I applied to only sociology programs. I applied to seven
schools – four were PhD and three were MA. They are all in
America, and I’m more inclined to accept my PhD oﬀers right
now. However, I’m still waiting for all of my responses.
Q: How was your life as a UIC student? Could you share any
memorable events from your school days?
I think the UIC CC seminar classes were one of the best things
about UIC. I actually hit the bare minimum requirement for
my major credit requirements and I took all my other classes
in CC seminars. I think the kind of intellectual inquiry that you
can get from UIC seminars and small classroom sizes is something that is really unique to UIC. This makes UIC education
what it is. At the same time, it’s also where I formed the
closest relationships with not only my classmates, but also
my professors. They’re the ones that oﬀered a lot of guidance
when it came to grad school applications and career advice.
The CDC and Professor Denton were very helpful in re-reading my essays and giving a lot of their time.
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Q: What is your plan after finishing your graduate degree?
I applied to grad school with the idea that I’d love to continue
learning and reading and sharing the knowledge and also
researching more about societal issues that disturbed me in
many ways. The ability to dissect and critically analyze is
something that is a great privilege.
Q: What tips would you give to yourself as an
undergraduate?
Spending more time learning Korean would have been
helpful. Be willing to look outside of Yonsei for a community
and to participate in activities outside of school. Go for oﬀice
hours! Don’t be afraid to ask. Don’t be afraid to make a
relationship with your professor.
Q: Do you have any last comments to students who aspire to
enter the same field or study abroad?
For me, I didn’t decide on my grad school major because it
wasn’t something that was oﬀered at UIC. It was because of
my exchange program that I learned about a new field and got
that exposure. I’d say be brave and put yourself outside to
experience things that are beyond your comfort zone,
because the opportunities are boundless when you dare to
step up to it.
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Jae Yeon Jeon
        
Q: Can you please introduce yourself?
I’m Jeon, Jae Yeon from Korea. I studied comparative
literature and I’m a class of 15.
Q: Why did you choose to apply to the graduate programs
that you did?
Comparative Literature is a relatively smaller field compared
to other national literature fields, so I didn’t have many choices to begin with. I didn’t want to apply to PhD directly,
although I did apply to some PhD programs. I looked into
some programs that oﬀer MA programs and it was either 1
year or 2 years long. I didn’t want to do a year-long program.
After considering all the criteria, I was left with 10 schools to
apply to.
Q: How was your life as a UIC student? Could you share any
memorable events from your school days?
I feel like the biggest benefit that is oﬀered explicitly to UIC
students is that we can take seminar courses. Because I
wanted to do graduate studies in literature, there are so many
liberal arts classes in the common curriculum. This was
definitely an advantage for me. The most rewarding experience was definitely writing the senior thesis.
Q: What is your plan after finishing your graduate degree?
If I accept the oﬀer from the PhD program, I would try to find
a teaching position. I would love to teach literature. If I accept

the oﬀer from the MA program, I would have to do the application cycle again.
Q: What tips would you give to yourself as an
undergraduate?
Try to experience everything so that you can decide what field
you’re really dedicated to. I think as a college student, the
most important thing is to find out what you want to do for
the rest of your life. In my case, this came after experiencing
diﬀerent jobs and internships.
Q: Do you have any last comments to students who aspire to
enter the same field or study abroad?
If you think you’re cut out for grad school, start getting your
materials as soon as possible. Try to find professors who
would be willing to write letters of recommendation. Take
good care of yourself. I think it’s important to have a healthy
daily routine. Workout and eat healthy. It’s good to have a
sustainable routine.
Don’t try to be so hard on yourself. I think that getting into
grad school has a lot of luck to it. Getting rejected doesn’t
necessarily mean that you’re not good enough. It wasn’t the
right fit or the timing wasn’t right. There are so many diﬀerent
factors. Regardless, try to love yourself.
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Technologies
Behind
Remote
Working

2020. 06. 12
written by Moon Young Kim

COV I D - 1 9 h a s co m p l ete l y c h a n ge d t h e w o r k i n g
e n v i ro n m e n t pa ra d i g m . Ev e r s i n ce t h e co ro n a v i r u s
o u t b rea k , co r p o rat i o n s h a v e b e e n fa ste r t h a n e v e r
i n i m p l e m e n t i n g re m ote w o r k i n g a n d m o st
co m pa n i e s
a re
planning
on
changing
the
e n v i ro n m e n t p e r m a n e n t l y to i n co r p o rate s o m e d a y s
o f “ w o r k i n g f ro m h o m e ( W F H ) .” Fo r e xa m p l e ,
Fa ce b o o k h a s e st i m ate d t h at 5 0 - 1 0 0 % o f i ts
e m p l o y e e s w i l l b e w o r k i n g f ro m h o m e w i t h i n t h e
n e xt f i v e y ea r s . 1 S o y e s , t h e pa ra d i g m s h i ft i n
co r p o rat i o n s i s v e r y e v i d e n t— b u t h o w w i l l
te c h n o l o g y s u p p o r t t h i s n e w w o r k i n g e n v i ro n m e n t?
H e re i s a l i st o f c u r re n t te c h n o l o g i e s t h at s u p p o r t
W F H a n d u p co m i n g te c h n o l o g i e s t h at a re s o o n
e x p e cte d to p l a y a c r i t i ca l ro l e i n e n h a n c i n g a n d
i m p ro v i n g t h e w o r k f ro m h o m e e n v i ro n m e n t .

H a n n a h M u r p h y, “ Fa ce b o o k to S h i ft Pe r m a n e n t l y to a M o re Re m ote W o r k fo rce ,” ( F i n a n c i a l T i m e s , M a y 2 1 , 2 0 2 0 ) ,
h tt p s : / / w w w. ft .co m /co n te n t / 4 a e 2 fd f 7 - f 4 2 7 - 4 e 9 8 - a b d 7 - fe e b 6 b 6 f 4 3 f 2 .
1
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01. ZOOM BOOM
How did Zoom become the
dominant player in the
videoconferencing market,
not Google Hangouts
Meet or Microsoft Skype?

Yo u m a y h a v e w o n d e re d a b o u t t h i s
a s w e l l . G o o g l e H a n go u ts M e et a n d
Skype have been the dominant
p l a y e r s i n t h e v i d e o co n fe re n c i n g
m a r ket b u t s u d d e n l y, o u t o f
n o w h e re , b o o m ! Zo o m . S o w h y d i d
t h i s o cc u r ? T h e re a re s e v e ra l
rea s o n s b e h i n d Zo o m’s s u cce s s : t h e
m a i n rea s o n i s t h e m ot l e y o f
s e r v i ce s t h at Zo o m p ro v i d e s t h at
a re m o st s u i ta b l e fo r b u s i n e s s
m e et i n g s a n d b i g co n fe re n ce ca l l s .
I t a l l o w s u p to 1 0 0 0 p e o p l e to j o i n
at o n ce o n a s i n g l e zo o m ca l l ,
w h e rea s G o o g l e H a n go u ts M e et
o n l y a l l o w s u p to 2 5 0 p e o p l e to j o i n
i n at o n ce . T h i s i s a s i g n i f i ca n t
d i ﬀe re n ce , e s p e c i a l l y fo r co n fe r e n ce s t h at re q u i re m o re p e o p l e to
j o i n at t h e s a m e t i m e . I n re s p o n s e
to COV I D - 1 9 , G o o g l e a n d M i c ro s o ft
have
b ot h
ste p p e d
up
and
i n c rea s e d t h e m a x i m u m pa r t i c i pa n t
l i m i tat i o n , b u t t h e y w e re to o l ate b y
t h e t i m e t h e y m a d e a n u p d ate . N ot
o n l y t h at , Zo o m a l s o p ro v i d e s
u n i q u e feat u re s , l i ke a l l o w i n g u s e r s

to u s e c u sto m v i r t u a l ba c kg ro u n d s ,
a s i f y o u a re j o i n i n g a Zo o m m e et i n g
i n f ro n t o f a n E g y pt i a n p y ra m i d o r
d u r i n g a va cat i o n i n Pa r i s . A s m u c h
a s t h i s a d d i n g a b i t o f f u n to t h e ca l l
e x p e r i e n ce , i t a l s o p l a y s a n i m p o r t a n t ro l e i n co v e r i n g u p t h e p r i vate
s pa ce s o f i n d i v i d u a l s , w h o p re fe r
n ot to s h a re t h e l a y o u t o f t h e i r
b e d ro o m ( o r w h e re v e r t h e y m a y b e )
d u r i n g t h e co n fe re n ce ca l l . T h i s i s
i m p o r ta n t fo r p e o p l e w h o va l u e
t h e i r p r i va c i e s a n d t h e i r p r i vate
s pa ce s , a n d t h u s m a ke s Zo o m a n
e v e n g reate r a l te r n at i v e to t h e b i g
p l a y e r s i n t h e i n d u st r y l i ke G o o g l e
H a n go u ts M e et o r S k y p e . T h e s e a re
j u st t h e m a i n s e l l i n g p o i n ts t h at
w e re b ro u g h t u p w h e n W F H
e m e rge d at m a s s s ca l e i n M a rc h , b u t
t h e re a re p l e n t y o f ot h e r p e r k s
e xc l u s i v e l y o ﬀe re d o n Zo o m t h at
e n co u ra ge d d i ﬀe re n t i n st i t u t i o n s to
c h o o s e Zo o m o v e r ot h e r p l at fo r m s
( re fe r to t h e ta b l e a b o v e ) .
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02. VR/AR
CONFERENCING
PLATFORM
A s w e a l l k n o w i t , t h e n u m b e r o f Zo o m u s e r s h a v e
g ro w n e x p o n e n t i a l l y w i t h i n t h e pa st s e v e ra l
m o n t h s . W h i l e Zo o m w i l l co n t i n u e to b e u s e d , t h e
f u t u re o f v i d e o co n fe re n ce s l i e s i n t h e h a n d s o f
v i r t u a l rea l i t y/a u g m en ted rea l i t y ( V R /A R ) , w h i c h
w o u l d b r i n g v i d e o co n fe re n c i n g to t h e n e xt l e v e l b y
— l i ke t h e te r m A R s u g ge sts — a u g m e n t i n g t h e
rea l n e s s i n v i r t u a l co n fe re n ce s pa ce . T h e re a re
m u l t i p l e b i g f i r m s , l i ke G o o g l e a n d C i s co W e b e x ,
w h o a re i n t h e p ro ce s s o f d e v e l o p i n g s u c h
p l at fo r m s , b u t s o fa r, sta r t- u p s h a v e m a d e t h e m o st
p ro g re s s .
O n e sta r t- u p w o r t h ke e p i n g a n e y e o n i s S pat i a l .
S pat i a l i s a V R /A R co m pa n y t h at fo c u s e s o n p ro v i d i n g V R /A R co l l a b o rat i v e to o l s to t h e u s e r s . Fo r t h o s e
o f y o u u n fa m i l i a r w i t h t h e te r m , v i r t u a l co l l a b o ra t i v e to o l s re fe r to to o l s t h at u s e r s u s e to co l l a b o rate
re m ote l y, w h et h e r i t i s t h ro u g h p re s e n tat i o n s l i d e s ,
o n l i n e m e et i n g p l at fo r m s , o r m o re . I t a l l o w s u s e r s
to m a ke t h e i r o w n 3 D a vata r s o n t h e p l at fo r m to
i n c rea s e e n ga ge m e n t b et w e e n pa r t i c i pa n ts o f t h e
m e et i n g a n d a d d v i s u a l i zat i o n to t h e w h o l e e x p e r i e n ce . Fu r t h e r m o re , b y u s i n g V R h ea d s ets , u s e r s ca n
wa l k a ro u n d , s h a ke h a n d s , a n d — a s S pat i a l p u ts
i t— “s i t n e xt to ea c h ot h e r f ro m a c ro s s t h e w o r l d .”
T h i s m ea n s t h at a s l o n g a s y o u h a v e a co m pat i b l e
h ea d s et s u p p o r te d b y S pat i a l , l i ke O c u l u s Q u e st , o r
M i c ro s o ft H o l o l e n s 1 , y o u ca n j o i n i n o n t h i s V R
e x p e r i e n ce . S e e m s to o f u t u r i st i c ? S u r p r i s i n g l y,
S pat i a l i s a l rea d y b e i n g u s e d i n m a n y i n st i t u t i o n s
a n d h a s ra i s e d m o re t h a n $ 2 2 m i l l i o n d o l l a r s ( US D )
i n f u n d i n g , w h i c h c l ea r l y i n d i cate s t h e att ra ct i v e n e s s o f t h i s i n d u st r y. 2 Fo r t h o s e i n te re ste d i n t h i s
u p co m i n g i n d u st r y, c h e c k o u t ot h e r d o m i n a n t
sta r t- u p s i n t h i s f i e l d l i ke , M e et i n v r, S co p e A R ,
M e s m e r i s e , a n d M i xt i v e .

2
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“S pat i a l ,” C r u n c h ba s e , a cce s s e d J u n e 5 , 2 0 2 0 , h tt p s : / / w w w.c r u n c h ba s e .co m /o rga n i zat i o n / s pat i a l - 7 2 1 3 .

A s m u c h a s t h e g l o ba l t re n d i s
h ea d i n g i n t h e d i re ct i o n o f i n c rea s i n g W F H i n i t i at i v e , te c h n o l o g i e s to
b u tt re s s t h e w o r k i n g e n v i ro n m e n t
w i l l b e e v e r m o re c r u c i a l . T h i s w i l l
l i ke l y i m pa ct y o u a s w e l l w h e n y o u
go i n to a w o r k p l a ce i n t h e n ea r
f u t u re . B e p re pa re d fo r a n e w t y p e
o f w o r k i n g e n v i ro n m e n t b e ca u s e
w e a re go i n g . . .v i r t u a l !
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A CLASSROOM WITHOUT PAPER :
View on Online Learning Technologies
T h e re i s a n a i r o f co n ce r n fo r t h e
m a s s r u s h to o n l i n e l ea r n i n g s i n ce
t h e o u t b rea k o f COV I D - 1 9 . Re ce n t l y,
a n o n l i n e l ea r n i n g p l at fo r m p ro v i d e d b y E BS ( K o rea Ed u cat i o n a l B roa d ca st i n g S y ste m ) f ro ze a s a n o v e r w h e l m i n g n u m b e r o f st u d e n ts s i m u l ta n e o u s l y a cce s s e d t h e w e b s i te .
L i ke w i s e , U I C fa c u l t y m e m b e r s a n d
st u d e n ts a re e x p e r i e n c i n g s i m i l a r
u n e x p e cte d d i ﬀ i c u t i e s . N e v e r t h e l e s s , i n t h e h a n d s o f ra p i d l y p ro g re s s i v e a n d a d a pt i v e te c h n o l o g i ca l
d e v e l o p m e n t , t h e s e c h a l l e n ge s w i l l
s o o n s ett l e . A s t h e n e ce s s i t y fo r
p h y s i ca l d i sta n c i n g p ro l o n g s , t h e
co l l ege co m m u n i t y w i l l a d j u st to
virtual
e d u cat i o n ,
and
re l ate d
co n ce r n s fo r p r i va c y o r l a c k o f i n f ra st r u ct u re w i l l s u b s i d e - fo r i n sta n ce ,
a fte r s e v e ra l ca s e s o f ‘ Zo o m b o m b i n g ’, Zo o m h a s a l rea d y e n h a n ce d i ts
s e c u r i t y feat u re s .
T h e m u c h b i g ge r co n ce r n i s t h e
co g n i t i v e i m pa cts o f d i g i t i ze d c l a s s ro o m s . I h a v e e x p e r i e n ce d f i r st- h a n d
t h at i n fa ct , m y m i n d f u n ct i o n s
d i ﬀe re n t l y w h e n u s i n g d i g i ta l d e v i c e s to st u d y, a s o p p o s e d to t h e t ra d i t i o n a l m et h o d o f w r i t i n g w i t h p e n
a n d pa p e r.
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Outside a classroom environment
surrounded by hardworking peers,
my concentration began to drift
relatively early, fidgeting only a fe w
minutes into the lecture. In addition,
I began reading class materials on
my laptop because I was not able to
visit the university printing oﬀice
that oﬀered ver y quick and cheap
printing ser vices. A s is the case with
any digital de vice that provides
instant access to the Web and social
media applications, I struggled to be
fully immersed and concentrated in
lengthy
readings
or
recorded
lectures at home.
I encountered another interesting
yet challenging experience in some
of my classes. Pre viously, in an
oﬀline setting, my classmates and I
would easily get acquainted and
approach one another to discuss
about each other ’s research topics
and provide feedback on the spot . In
an online setting howe ver, I felt
uncomfortable personally messaging
another classmate who I have ne ver
met before to ask questions about
class materials or exchange our
thoughts and advice on our work .

2020. 05. 11
written by Yurie Lee

While the world
applauds the
transformative impact
of online classes on
the global education
industry, it is largely
unaware of the
insidious harms of a
fully digitized
classroom.
Furthermore, after observing my own
studying habits this semester, I noticed a
behavioral pattern that made me reflect
on the consequences of online learning
technology as a whole. My first
realization was that I was discouraged
from forming my own cognitive
connections and associations. Search
engine algorithms have indeed made
our lives easier by providing a huge
database of information in a split
second. However, it also leads to an
overwhelming amount of information
and cognitive overload. Likewise, I
found myself skimming through a
countless number of articles and
bouncing from one website to another
without fully absorbing the information
and spending more time to form my own
thoughts. This came as a revelation to
me, as I was surprised to see how limited
information can actually trigger

creativity, challenging myself to come
up with my own inferences to make
sense of a complicated text instead of
conveniently switching to an easier
article on the web.
COVID-19 has surprised us with a
first-hand
experience
of
future
education. Going through this crisis has
been transforming many aspects of our
lives, and educational institutions have
been struggling to innovate their ways
as well to help students pursue their full
academic potential. While the world
applauds the transformative impact of
online classes on the global education
industry, it is largely unaware of the
insidious harms of a fully digitized
classroom. The value of face to face
interaction and traditional means of
education form the basis of our
advanced cognitive abilities.
28
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An
Opportunity
For Change
2020. 06. 28
written by Min Jun Kim
As of the time of writing the article, there
have been over 7,300,000 cases of
COVID-19 infections and 400,000 related
deaths. COVID-19 has been wreaking
havoc across the globe since the first
oﬀicially reported cases of the virus
back in December 31 last year and we
have seen drastic changes to how we
operate as a society during this period of
great uncertainty.
The spread of COVID-19 has already
caused many changes to our lifestyles.
Social distancing measures, and in some
countries, lockdown measures have
become the new norm for society.
People wear masks when in public,
travel has been limited, and workers are
generally recommended to work from
home if possible.
Recently, however, countries such as the
United States, Singapore, Brazil and the
United Kingdom have begun loosening
their levels of social restrictions and
firms are revving up to start up their
factories. This, despite infection rates
not falling by any significant rates. The
stock market has also recovered to
pre-outbreak levels; reflecting the
expectations of people that the current
outbreak is only a short-term crisis and
that the real economy will soon be
recovering.
29

Although there are many with optimistic
outlooks hoping for a swift end to the
current crisis, expectations of a global
recovery hinge on the assumption that a
vaccine will be developed as soon as the
first or second quarter of 2021. Although
possible, the success is dependent upon
the process being perfect. Vaccine
development usually take years and
even decades. Compressing the timeline
of development to 12 or 18 months
comes with significant potential risks
and even after a vaccine is developed,
there are no guarantees production can
be ramped up safely and quickly.
Just by looking at China, it is clear a full
recovery of the world economy is a long
way oﬀ as well. Yes, the supply side of
the economy is back up and running at
approximately 90% of its capacity
compared
to
before
outbreak.
Nevertheless, despite an easing of
lockdown measures since March,
consumption and investment levels are
still down and unemployment rates are
also expected to remain high –
dampening hopes of a swift economic
recovery.

?

The
world
has
become
more
interconnected than at any previous
time in history and the economic
expansions resulting from it has been
exponential. However, while we were
indulging in the fruits of globalisation,
we have neglected to put in place
safeguards or even assess the potential
risks that came with such explosive
growth. The outbreak of COVID-19 has
brought many of the underlying
societal problems to the fore.
Throughout the world, people deemed
to be working in essential sectors have
had to risk their lives to keep society
functioning. While bearing the brunt of
the risks, however, essential workers
were not compensated let alone
protected in any way shape or form.
In the United States, there have been
stories of essential workers being fired
from their jobs after going into
self-quarantine and workers being
forced
into
unpaid
leaves
as
companies go into cost-control mode.
In Singapore, the increase in infection
cases were linked to the cramped living
conditions of migrant workers – where
conditions make it near impossible to
practice social distancing.
Despite all this, private firms have been
lobbying hard to governments to
reopen the economy despite no show

of
evidence
pointing
to
the
containment of the virus. Elon Musk,
the CEO of Tesla, reopened the
California Tesla factory earlier in May in
defiance of lockdown measures in
order to secure his stock performance
based 780,000,000 USD payout.
As John F. Kennedy once said, in a
crisis, be aware of the danger – but
recognize
the
opportunity.
This
pandemic may serve as the window of
opportunity to bring about structural
changes that we so desperately need.
Now is the time for big governments to
step up. During times of crises, public
goods and services must be provided
en masse and private firms cannot be
trusted to provide such commodities,
as their utmost priority is to generate
profit and social guidelines only exist
to be complied with in the process.
Governments
must
use
this
opportunity to hold private firms
through regulation. We must not allow
firms to be bailed out as they were
during the 2008 financial crisis; data
shows that firms who received
government bailouts have flourished
post-crisis with taxpayers seeing no
returns from their profits. Governments
currently hold leverage over the energy
and airline sectors – those who
exacerbate climate change. Firms in
such industries should only be bailed
out under the condition they invest in
alternative
energy
or
ditched
altogether in the case of oil companies
as they do not have bright futures
ahead of them anyways. Governments
should provide relief to sectors that
can perform post-COVID.
Social safety nets must also be put in
place to protect those whom are most
vulnerable. Labour laws such as
guaranteed sick leave must be
strengthened in the wake of this
pandemic. This pandemic is likely not
going to be the last as we are seeing a
decrease in interval between viral
outbreaks in recent decades. We must
never again allow people to be put in
situations where they have to choose
between their life and livelihood.
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2020. 06. 18
written by Chaewon Sung
The coronavirus brought about several unanticipated changes to the world, and as it turns
out, Yonsei, too, was not entirely free of its grasp. For one thing, becoming a freshman at
Yonsei would be far more exciting were it not for the current pandemic crisis. In many ways,
the school life for the class of 2020 — the batch of students who entered university in 2020,
including myself — are nothing like their predecessors’. Most of us will not get to live in the
International Campus in Songdo during the first semester. In compliance with the
government’s social distancing schemes, the entrance ceremony was cancelled, along with
other oﬀicial orientation events and freshman workshops; even events like AKARAKA, the
school’s spring festival, were postponed to the second semester as well.
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Since Yonsei announced its plans to
postpone face to face classes until the fall
semester, most classes have been
conducted online. Professors and lecturers
have worked out a way to successfully
deliver lessons in spite of this novel
situation. Underwood International College,
meanwhile, is no exception. While many
classes are being conducted real-time
though Zoom, the now-famous video
conferencing program, some professors
have opted to deliver their lectures through
videos or, in the case of classes like Western
Civilization,
through
PowerPoint
presentations with voice recordings
embedded within the slides.
Now, many have already resigned
themselves to a semester’s worth of cyber
lectures. However, it certainly does not
mean that we are pleased with it. Quite the
contrary: in online communities such as
Everytime and the Yonsei Bamboo Grove on
Facebook, many have already voiced their
disappointment.
We
have
studied
laboriously for three years, and finally, in a
fitting climax to our high school career,
succeeded in getting into Yonsei. We felt that
we were entitled to looking forward to a year
packed with fun events like Yon-ko games
and AKARAKA, various extracurricular
activities, stimulating seminar-like class
environments, or the residential college
environment. Instead what we find is
oft-frustrating online lectures, work, work,
and more work. In classes that do not use
Zoom, attendance must be checked through
quizzes and other activities. Many students
have reported that the workload became
too heavy even though these are supposed
to serve as a means to check the attendance
only. The current student council, Mate,
actually ran a survey to collect such cases,
and discussed them with the university.
Yet it should also be noted that the school
has made some reasonable eﬀorts to
accommodate this situation. For example,
the requirements for RC programmes were
reduced significantly, although the extent

diﬀers from house to house. Of course, some
people have pointed out that the Residential
College program may be utterly devoid of
meaning given that we are unlikely to ever
visit Songdo in the near future, but RAs have
attempted to make these programmes as
fruitful and relevant as possible, despite the
direness of the situation. Some of the RC
programmes from Allen House include
coding, body fitness classes, running a blog,
and special lectures from Yonsei alumni.
These activities can certainly operate
successfully despite the fact that we’re
confined to cyberspace for the time being.
Underwood International College (UIC), too,
is trying to ease the freshmen’s transition
from high school to university. RC 101
Sessions, designed to introduce students to
UIC, UIC-exclusive features, and their
respective majors, are being carried out
during the first semester. Among them,
HASS RC 101 held a major information
session prepared by upperclassmen and
student councils of each major. What’s
more, you can now hold UIC Writing Center
sessions through Zoom meetings. Fully
making use of these programmes will
hopefully help UIC freshmen in adjusting to
university life, even outside the traditional
classroom setting.
According to recent announcements, the
summer semester is also going to be
conducted all online. Indeed, it remains
unclear when exactly the class of 2020
would be able to begin their studies in
Yonsei University in person, instead of within
their homes. So far, my experience as a
freshman of the first semester was nothing
like what I had anticipated for. It would be a
blatant lie if I say it did not disappoint, and I
dare say this would be the case for many of
my classmates. But like most things in life,
the COVID-19 crisis will also be what we
make of it, as we spend our next four years in
UIC. As the old saying goes: all’s well that
ends well, so hopefully our college dreams
lie waiting at the end of this shaky start.
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We all know that COVID-19 has killed
hundreds of thousands of people,
bankrupted businesses, and destroyed the
global economy. However, few know that
rhinos have also been negatively aﬀected by
the pandemic. The virus has created a
veritable “perfect storm,” during which
poachers hunt rhinos for great profit.
Moreover, this situation may even lead to
tensions between the countries involved in
rhino poaching.

2020.06.28
written by Ariunzaya Munkhuu
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Let’s start with the obvious. Rhinos use their
horns for defense and for finding food and
water. Male rhinos use their horns to mark
their territory and battle other males while
female rhinos use them to clean their
babies. Thus, rhino horns are much more
significant to rhinos themselves than they
are to humans. Yet, humans continue to
brutally attack the rhinos for their horns.
According to Dr. Joseph Okori, a wildlife vet
and Rhino Program Manager at the World
Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), rhinos often
succumb to infection and die when their
horns are cut oﬀ.

As of 2018, there were over 500 rhinos in
Botswana, approximately 10% residing in the
sprawling grassy plains of the Okavango Delta, a
beautiful inland river delta that encompasses a
national park named the Moremi Game Reserve.
The Okavango Delta is also home to various
species such as hippos, elephants, crocodiles,
lions, leopards, and giraﬀes. Wildlife
organizations, such as Rhinos without Borders
and Rhino Conservation Botswana, attempt to
rescue rhinos, bringing them to the Okavango
Delta to be monitored and protected.
However, despite their best eﬀorts, in the last
11 months, at least 46 rhinos have been killed
by poachers. It is impossible to give a precise
figure as more are likely to have been
poached but their carcasses not found.
According to some estimates, the number
of total rhinos living in Botswana may have
dropped to below 200, demonstrating a
shocking decline in rhino numbers.
Recently, there have been
reports demonstrating that rhino
poaching has increased due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Luxury tourism
is the biggest source of income for the
citizens
of
Northern
Botswana.
However, many who depended on the
tourism economy have lost their jobs
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Thus,
those who became unemployed saw engaging
in the illegal rhino trade as an alternative way to
make ends meet.
Interestingly, there was also an increase in
demand for rhino horn-based medicinal
products from consumers in Laos and China. In
fact, a Chinese health chief had included a rhino
horn-based treatment called “angong niuhang
wan” in his oﬀicial list of medicines, claiming
that it can either prevent or cure the COVID-19
virus. Advertisements for the medication are
often found on WeChat, a Chinese messaging
app, facilitating illegal trade of the rhino
horn-based product and incentivizing more
individuals to take part in rhino poaching.

On another note, the transnational illegal rhino
trade also causes tensions between the
countries of Southern Africa. The Botswana
wildlife department’s Anti-Poaching Unit (APU)
has been armed since 1987 and has a policy of
shooting suspected poachers on sight. This has
led to the deaths of dozens of suspected
Zambian, Namibian and Zimbabwean citizens
in northern Botswana. Despite the eﬀorts of
President Mokgweetsi Masisi’s administration
to disarm the force in 2018, there exists
significant opposition within members of his
own government to this eﬀort. As a result, the
APU is still armed with semi-automatic
weapons. Currently, the Botswana defence
force is guarding the border between their
country and their neighbors. However, if the
poaching continues, one cannot rule out the
deployment of the APU.
The rhino poaching crisis in Botswana clearly
requires attention from the international
community and immediate actions must be
taken to prevent the extinction of the species.
Or else, it won’t take long until the exotic
features of the black and white rhinos can only
be observed in wildlife documentaries or the
“Extinct” section of the Animal Kingdom
textbook.
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GAMES
for

2020.06.28
written by Jung Ha Lim

With the COVID-19 pandemic keeping everyone indoors, people
have been isolated from their friends and bored out of their
minds. After all, there's only so many Netflix shows a person can
watch before going insane. So with meeting in person out of the
picture, how are we to maintain our social relationships? One
possible resolution comes in the form of video games, through
which you can have more fun with your friends than just stare at
each other’s faces. So here is a list of a few games you can easily
play on your own browser.

SKYFALL
Skyfall is a game for 3-8 players, where one player is
secretly designated as a spy, and the other players have
to figure out who the spy is. Everyone except the spy is
given the same location prompt, and the game starts
with one player asking another a question about the
location. The spy wins if he or she manages to find out
what the location is, and the other players win if they find
out who the spy is. However, even if they find the spy, if
they manage to guess the location right then and there,
the spy still wins. It’s a bluﬀing game where you try to
think of a question that doesn’t expose the location, but
specific enough that other people can assume you’re in
the clear. If you’re the spy, you have to ask questions that
could give you hints on where the location might be, but
also ones vague enough not to give away your identity. It
ends up becoming an interesting game of players accusing and being accused by one another, in which interesting strategies and clever tactics unfold.
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CODENAMES
Codenames is a game for 4 - 8 players, played in teams. It
starts out by dividing all players into two teams, red and
blue. One player in each team is designated as the
‘spymaster,’ and the others are ‘field operatives.’ There
are words in a 5-by-5 grid, with a third of them designated to be blue, another third red, and the rest neutral.
However, only the spymasters know which words are
what colors, and have to help their respective teams
choose the words of their team’s assigned color. Each
turn consists of the spymaster first giving their team a
word and a number - a word relating to some of the
words with their team’s color, and the number being how
many words on the grid the spymaster’s word relates to.
If the team manages to guess a word of their color, they
can continue, but as soon as they accidentally guess
either a neutral word or a word of the opponent’s color,
their turn passes to the opponent team, who have to
guess themselves. This leads to an interesting dynamic
where the spymaster has to give a clue broad enough to
hit enough of their team’s words, but not enough to also
relate to the opponent team’s words.

JACKBOX PARTY PACK
This is a bit of an outlier, as at least one person has to buy
a copy of it. Once bought, everyone else can join through
their computers, laptops, or even their phones. The
games range from pictionary-esque draw and guess
games, to trivia games with a twist, to deduction based
games where the crew has to find out who the alien is
before it's too late. There currently are six packs, all with
five games each. Some are amazing, like Fibbage and
Drawful, while some can basically be passed, such as
Bomb Corp and Zeeple Dome, but all in all each of the
packs are worth the price and more.
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WHAT CAMUS
TELLS US
ABOUT THE
MEANING OF
COVID-19
2020.06.18
written by Ja-Young Kim

In late 2019, a report surfaced from Wuhan,
China about a cluster of cases that were
speculated to be caused by pneumonia.
Little did the world know that it would
encounter a deadly and contagious novel
virus. Beginning in late January, countries
initiated lockdowns or quarantines to
prevent further spread of the virus. This
situation, where lockdown orders are
suddenly imposed on citizens due to a
massive health crisis, highly resembles the
setting in Albert Camus’ The Plague
(French: La Peste).
The Plague tells a fictional story of a
French-Algerian city called Oran. The city
first witnesses mass deaths of rats and
subsequently the deaths of citizens, forcing
Oran into a lockdown after the conclusion
that there is a plague raging in the city. The
book describes the situation before,
during, and after the lockdown, which
ensues for a year and a half.
What is important to focus on here is the
responses of the citizens to the lockdown.
During the first few days of lockdown, some
immediately recognize that this plague is
serious but most people protest against the
imposed policies because of their selfish
personal distress. However, as the
37

lockdown situation becomes a part of their
routine lives, people relinquish their selfish
obsessions and come to recognize the
plague as a collective disaster. The townspeople start to care for and help others in
the best way they can. They also start to
confront social responsibility and join
hands in anti-plague eﬀorts. As mortality
rates decrease with the passing of time,
people regain hope, dreaming of life after
lockdowns and the plague.
The global responses to COVID-19 and the
lockdowns today can be likened to the
responses shown in The Plague. At the
beginning of the plague, people display
feelings of disbelief and, more importantly,
selfishness. They only think of their own
priorities. This resembles the “coronavirus
stockpiling,” or the stockpiling of essentials, as well as panic buying, which
happened in numerous countries across
the world. In Australia, where the panic
level was estimated to be the highest,
supermarket spending rose 24.1% in March
as people anxiously stockpiled daily essentials like food and toiletries to prepare for
periods of isolation, limiting other people
from accessing them. We can find instances all across the world of people rejecting
scientists’ claims and refusing to obey

What might our lives look like
after the pandemic?

precautionary measures, thinking that the
virus wouldn’t harm them. Despite
warnings to stay away from public places,
people still hung out at social gatherings.
Only as infection rates rose and lockdowns
became an inevitable reality did people
start to understand the gravity of the
situation
and
follow
government
lockdown policies. In addition, people
started to recognize that the pandemic is a
communal and global issue, thereby
joining projects to either fight against
COVID-19 or help other people at a higher
risk from the virus. One example of such a
project is an online program created by
members of “Zooniverse,” a citizen science
platform, using the expertise of numerous
volunteers to crowdsource data to form
insights into the crisis. Others participated
in projects to distribute essentials and
sanitary equipment to those in need,
regardless of geographic borders. Many
people are doing their part as they hope
that the global pandemic crisis will soon
come to an end, as scientists rush to develop accurate medical kits and coronavirus
vaccines.
What might our lives look like after the
pandemic? The Plague foreshadows a
possible post-COVID-19 world. At the end
of the book, as the gates of Oran reopen,
the narrator concludes that life will never
be the same. Although the citizens of Oran
would try to continue their normal lives,
the plague would always be among them,
in their memories. Similarly, life after

COVID-19 will never be the same. Although
lockdown measures will be alleviated,
allowing people to resume their lives as
they did before the pandemic, life will not
be the exact same as before since people
now have collectively experienced the
dread and consequences of the pandemic. Changes in lifestyle due to the virus will
have lasting eﬀects. Companies like
Facebook and Twitter have begun to
promote remote working. Domestic travel
in Korea has become more popular as
opportunities to travel abroad have
become limited. Maintaining social
distance has become almost a habit.
COVID-19 has even led some people to
change their perspectives on life. Many
have started to become more appreciative
of what they have, due to the uncertainty
of how things are going to be the next day.
The Plague does not stop at simply implying that life will change after the pandemic. In fact, the novel tells readers today
that the COVID-19 crisis should be recognized as more than a scar in history that
brought about many changes in our
lifestyle. Rather, it should function as a
shield for humanity. In other words, it
should serve as a means by which the
world can reflect on their past mistakes
and their experiences to assess the necessary values, leadership, and preparedness
in these trying times. Camus teaches us
the importance of learning from our
experiences of the COVID-19 to prepare for
the next waves of the coronavirus as well
as the next global pandemic.
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2020.04.23
written by Soonwoo Kwon

On January 13th, I landed in
Chicago to start the second
semester of my exchange
program at University of Notre
Dame. Back then, I did not know
that the freezing weather with
snowfall would be the most
peaceful time of my semester in
the United States.
Since early February, Chinese
students on campus were
starting to raise concerns about
their families in China. At this
time, South Korea had only 30
COVID-19 cases, which was
relatively negligible. However, at
the end of February, the
situation became problematic in
Korea as the confirmed cases
rose dramatically to 3000s in
Daegu. I started to feel
concerned about my family and
friends in Korea. However, no
one expected that this would
turn into a major concern in the
US as it is now.
Starting in March, COVID-19
cases have slowly spread in the
United States. The total
confirmed cases were less than
100 before March, but beginning
from March 2nd, there were
around 100 new cases each day.
The situation became especially
distressing in Washington and
New York. Many Chinese and
Korean students began to feel
anxious, and bought masks and
hand sanitizers to prepare for
the worst - a surge in cases.
However, a majority of the
students from the US did not
seem to be worried at all.
Then, in mid-March, the
situation in the US got extremely
intense. Many schools and
universities in the US announced
that they would oﬀer remote
learning courses instead of
in-person classes. Although the
situation had gotten more
serious, not that many people
were
aware
of
their
surroundings. In fact, wearing a
face mask was uncommon,
which is why an Uber driver
asked me whether I was sick, for
wearing one.
Another critical problem was the
information announced by the

Center for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) - that face
masks
do
not
provide
protection and so are only
needed for those already
infected.
Such
inaccurate
reports led people to believe in
the insignificance of COVID-19,
whose fatality rate was less than
that of flu.
In the middle of my spring
break, I received an email that
the school would extend the
break and hold remote classes
for a month. At that time,
students who went back home
during the break were not
supposed to return to campus.
Therefore, the only people that
were left on campus were
mostly international students
who had nowhere else to go.
However, a few days later when
the situation got dramatically
worse, the school canceled
in-person classes for the whole
semester and turned everything
online. The school urged all
students to leave the campus
and go back home. This
announcement was rather
sudden and unexpected. I was
not ready for a sudden
departure and I was in a panic.
Many of my friends were startled
too. Some of my international
friends had issues with visa or
flights. Fortunately, the school
provided hotel rooms for those
students who were in special
circumstances, but for me, going
back home was not a quick and
easy process. I never imagined
how diﬀicult it would be to go
back home.
Around the time I was trying to
book a flight back to Korea,
there were almost no tickets left
for immediate flights - they were
also twice as expensive as usual.
I decided to fly to Los Angeles
first and take a direct flight from
LA to Korea. There was also a
possibility of a lockdown
between states, so I went to LA a
week before my flight and spent
a week in a nearby hotel. Finally
on March 28th, I finally got on a
plane to Incheon. I wore the
mask for the entire ride, did not
eat anything, and did not go to

the bathroom for 13 hours and
30 minutes.
After I landed safely in Korea, I
felt relieved. It was refreshing to
observe how well organized the
quarantine system was. At the
airport, there was a long line of
people waiting for their
temperatures to be checked,
and we were all asked to
download a “self-diagnosis”
application on our smartphones.
For the next two weeks of
self-quarantine, I had to
complete
a
self-diagnosis
checklist every day. If I missed a
day by accident, I got a call from
the health center checking in on
my condition. I also received a
call from a counsellor who
checked that I was mentally
healthy. Furthermore, a huge
care package (filled with food)
and a sanitary kit (including
masks,
sanitizers
and
preventative measures manuals)
were delivered to my house,
along with a letter of
encouragement. I also got free
testing for COVID-19 at the health
center. Through this experience,
I was able to see how well
prepared and organized the
quarantine system in Korea was,
in containing the virus.
In one month, the tables
turned. In February, I was the
only one in the States worried
about my family and friends in
Korea. However, just after a
month, my family and friends
were terribly worried about the
situation in the US. I still
remember how desperately I
wanted to come to Korea during
this time. The reversal of events
occured because Korea has
been successfully controlling the
virus by exercising caution as
well as implementing an
appropriate medical care system
and infrastructure. Also, all
Korean citizens have been
cooperative and remarkably
supportive of each other as they
practice social distancing. As a
Korean, it’s a very proud
moment for me. Korea should
work towards becoming a
leading example for other
countries
struggling
with
COVID-19.
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AN UNFAMILIAR
WORLD
THE LIFE OF A RETURNING STUDENT

2020.06.10
written by Juho Lee
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When reports that people were
suﬀering from pneumonia-like
symptoms in the Chinese city of
Wuhan first reached news
outlets, few foresaw that these
would be the early cases in what
would become the worst global
pandemic since the Spanish Flu.
COVID-19 has spread around the
globe and none, including UIC
students, have been exempted

from its rampage. This article will
shed light on the struggles faced
by UIC students who finished
their military service during the
crisis. Adjusting to civilian life
under normal circumstances
would be diﬀicult enough.
Instead, they returned to an
unfamiliar world after two years
of isolation from the rest of
society. These are their stories.

“The crisis altered
my back-to-school
plans considerably,”

says Choi Sungmin, a class of 17
UIC economics major. Sungmin
was drafted by the Republic of
Korea Army a mere three weeks
after his third semester ended.
He had planned on returning to
school early this March by using
leave he had saved up.
“I decided not to return to school
this semester,” says Sungmin. He
cited the school’s decision to
conduct courses online as the
reason behind his choice. “I
figured online courses would be
of poorer quality than they
would be otherwise. Moreover,
college is more than just the
classes; it’s sometimes about
being able to grab a meal after
class with friends.” Sungmin
continues, “I was very lonely and
empty. I really wanted to see my
friends after finishing my military
service, but didn’t go out of fear
that I would unwittingly spread
the virus to others.”
Despite the hardships he faced,
Sungmin says he is proud of how
he has spent his time so far. “I’ve
been bettering myself by
pursuing personal goals...the
situation has allowed me to
focus on my studies. Spending
all my leave days at the end
allowed me to get into the
proper mindset.”
Others had harsher words of
criticism for the university’s
response to the crisis.

“I think how the
school took three
announcements to
let us know that all
courses would be

conducted online for
the entire semester
was irresponsible,”

says a UIC International Studies
major who preferred to remain
anonymous. He will be referred
to as J in this article. J returned
to school this semester after
finishing his service in February.
“If they had told us earlier that
the school would be conducting
all courses online for the entire
semester I could have prepared
accordingly... A lot of the courses
were sub-par.”
Adjusting to one’s studies is hard
enough for a returning student
under regular circumstances. J
commented on how this
problem was exacerbated further
by the crisis. “There are very few
people returners, like myself, can
rely on. It would have been nice
to get to know others in person
so I could have asked them for
help. But because our courses
were conducted online, I was
robbed of that opportunity.” J
did not stand idly by however. “I
managed to form virtual study
groups where we could help
each other.”
Many are worried that the crisis
will disrupt the Fall semester as
well. Lim Seunghyun, a class of
17
political
science
and
international studies major,
finished his service in May. He
planned on returning to school
this fall. While Seunghyun was in
the military he applied for an
exchange program to the US in
order to begin his first semester
back in school with an exciting
new experience.

“It was definitely not
easy,” says Seunghyun while

recounting the diﬀiculties he

faced applying for the program
during his service. “In the
military you can only use the
internet for three hours a day.
When applying for an exchange
program you need to do
thorough research on the
application requirements, the
location of the school, and
about their curriculum. Then
you need to do the same thing
for all the other schools you are
interested in before you can list
them in order of preference. This
took a really long time.”
Moreover, Seunghyun says that
preparing for standardized
English tests, an application
requirement, was extremely
inconvenient. “It’s not like I had
my own laptop.” Despite this
tremendous eﬀort, the current
crisis threatens Seunghyun’s
plans. “I still want to go,” he says.
“COVID-19 worries me and it’d be
safer not to go, especially
because it’s an exchange to the
States, the current epicentre of
this pandemic. But if I postpone
it for a semester I would have to
deviate too much from my future
academic plans.”
These interviews underscore
how the crisis disproportionately
harms the least privileged
amongst us. And yet amidst the
turmoil emerges a story of
resilience.
The
returning
students did not lose their
passion for knowledge despite
the seemingly insuperable
hardships that confronted them.
In fact, all of the interviewees
assiduously tackled the situation
with a vengeance, unwilling to
let COVID-19 deprive them of a
joyful return to civilian life. The
struggle
against
COVID-19
continues, but the perseverance
shown by these students
reassures me that we will
overcome it.
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The Professor’s
Point of View

:The Struggles of Running an Online Seminar

2020.06.18
written by Sara Rousalova
It was late January when the world was
alerted of the spread of a mysterious novel
virus in Wuhan, China. Few people knew
that COVID-19 would become a pandemic
resulting in unprecedented destruction
around the globe, changing our way of life.
Nor did Yonsei students predict that all
their future class discussions would be
held via computer screens. Students were
frustrated at the lack of guidelines and late
notices about the spring semester. However, the situation was no diﬀerent for professors.
“I began to hear rumors mid-February that
the university was considering online
courses, then more rumors about delaying
the semester but I didn’t know anything for
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sure until the oﬀicial (announcements),”
says Professor Kelly Walsh. Professor
Jihoon Lee says that he had a similar
experience with the school. “I would be
lying if I said I received enough resources
and support in the beginning.”
Although online classes allow professors
to stay home, it does not necessarily mean
that they have an easier time than they
would otherwise. In fact, many found that
online courses were more challenging to
manage. “I sympathize with the students’
frustration about online courses, but it
requires more time and eﬀort to make
these online courses work (because) we
are doing the best to make the content as
close as possible to the oﬀline settings,”

says Professor Walsh.
In addition to the increased time required
to prepare for classes, professors expressed
discontent at not being able to directly
interact with the students. “I enjoy interacting with students face to face, especially
when all of my classes deal with popular
culture, in which students can have their
own say and share their opinions with one
another. While online, I just cannot expect
the same level of concentration and
involvement as in the classroom. The same
goes for students,” says Professor Lee.
Others were more candid in their criticism
of students and the lack of participation
during online courses.

“We are not mind readers.
We can’t tell what the
students are interested in,”
says Professor Walsh. He claims that active
participation online can enhance the
experience for everyone.
Professor
Denton has similar advice for his students.
“If you don't reach out, introduce yourself,
and find people with common interests,
you're missing out on the most important
part of your college education. And I think
it's possible to do that online.”
The reliance on ZOOM also raises privacy
and copyright concerns. “The university is
very concerned about copyright issues
and it is still not ideal. So going forward,
this is the one thing that needs to be
addressed – how do professors oﬀer the
content without violating any laws? There
seems to be a lot of emphasis on saying
what not to do but there is a lack of guidelines on how to actually navigate the
situation,” says Professor Walsh.
Despite eﬀorts to provide satisfactory
online classes, many students have been
requesting a partial refund of their tuition;
they claim that it is impossible to get the
same value out of a virtual classroom,
especially in fields such as music, sports,
or science and engineering. The university,
on the other hand, claims that conducting
online classes adds extra costs, such as
those from making specialized ZOOM
accounts for faculty or providing technical
support assistants. This debate shows no
sign of subsiding as, at the time of writing,
we approach the end of the semester.
However, there is no doubt that the
policies implemented by the school have
been successful at the most important
goal; keeping students and faculty safe. “In
times like this, nothing is more important
than the safety and well-being of everyone
concerned,” says Professor Lee.
We must bear in mind that the school can
enact whatever policy it deems fit, but
without active cooperation from individuals, COVID-19 cannot be overcome. Until
the situation settles down, we should all
practice social distancing and take good
care of ourselves.
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REPORTING LIVE
LIVE FROM
FROMTHE
THE
REPORTING

MICROBE WORLD
WORLD
MICROBE
2 0 2 0 . 0 7. 0 6
written by Jungwon Choi
Parading in their seamless steps, the
soldiers of the Corona force flooded
through the streets of Trachea, a small
temporary settlement located at the
windpipe adjacent to the lungs.
“Halt!”
At that exact moment, the army stopped
dead in its tracks. The microbe at the front
of the line wore a badge engraved with a
crown. The leader of the battalion saluted
its soldiers.
“This town has been identified as the
refuge for rebels. To protect this body, this
town must be contained.”
These creatures, with their protein-coated
skin and RNA silhouette, flooded through
every corner of the streets. The pedestrians
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gathered on the street – or what they
called Vein Road – and stared with
trembling eyes. They attempted to assure
themselves that everything would be fine,
but their eyes could not lie. The children
were too innocent to realize why parents
were tightening their grip on them.
As the leader scanned the demonstrators
with his eyes, the troopers received the
covert signal.
“Smashing the white blood cells will leave
the immune system shattered. Corona will
then take over the lungs and the rest of the
body.”
The general’s expression grew more and
more fanatic with every word.
“While the immune system’s white blood

cells are suspected to be the mastermind
behind this uprising, all potential colluders
should be punished. The Corona military
will prevent social instability at all costs.
Through infection.”
All the civilian microbes felt their cytoplasm
turn cold just at the thought. The viral
troops would ruin their lives and treasured
havens. The general, who seemed to enjoy
the microbes’ terrified looks, gave a wicked
leer.
A tear dropped from the face of one
soon-to-be victim in the crowd. It remembered the good old days, when it could
freely roam around the body without a care
in the world. Its life would be changed
forever.

What would the scenario be if the
coronavirus microbes had human
characteristics? The organisms would act
and think no diﬀerent than humans. They
would form societies, socialize with one
another, create a social/bodily hierarchy
and even initiate wars with each other. The
human body would be their universe, just
like the one we experience, but on a
microscopic level - and it would resemble
a deadly war.
Samuel Langhorne Clemens, who is known
to more by his pen name Mark Twain,
introduced this concept by exploring a vast
world under a microscope in his work
Three Thousand Years among the
Microbes. This journey to a nanoworld
follows a narrator, called Huck, who
transforms into a microbe. The twist is that
while he takes the form of a microbe, his
human consciousness continues to exist.
He thus depicts a world in which
microorganisms exhibit human qualities
and emotions.
The inspiration came to Clemens in a
dream. In his non-fiction social
commentary, Following the Equator, he
states that he “dreamed that the visible
universe is the physical person of God; that
the vast worlds that we see twinkling
millions of miles apart in the fields of space
are the blood corpuscles in His veins; and
that we and the other creatures are the
microbes that charge with multitudinous
life the corpuscles.”

His groundbreaking epiphany that there
could be multiple levels of the universe
poses questions regarding the essence of
life and of God to this day. In his story, the
universe is a system based on a unified
law, where life reaches down to the level of
atoms and up to that of space. Who knows
whether an infinite set of worlds that
contain one another (think Matryoshka
dolls) exists? While the worlds may diﬀer
on the surface level, the idea claims that
the operating mechanisms of such worlds
would strive for a single purpose. As
philosopher Edward Carpenter puts it: “All
these beings and personalities must root
down in one ultimate Life and
Intelligence… and in that thought there is
liberation, in that thought, there is rest.”
Such philosophical reservations have
become more relevant in the recent era of
technological advancement. With the
development of nanotechnology, as well
as ideas like superstring theory and
quantum physics, the human race is
venturing into a realm of infinite
possibilities. What allowed Clemens to
conceptualize such a vision ahead of its
time was his imagination. Samuel
Clemens, or Mark Twain, loved to explore,
dream, and discover, which encouraged
him to ponder the worldly phenomena yet
to be understood by mankind.
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A REVIEW OF
SOMEONE WHO WILL LOVE YOU
IN ALL YOUR DAMAGED GLORY
2020. 04. 27
written by

Yoonsoo Lee

As it stands in the current state of the world,
we’re forced to severely curb physical human
interaction. Without school to attend to, it’s easy
to forget about the relationships we have made
and could make through meeting people every
day. It’s good to remind ourselves of these
relationships by contacting friends and family or
having company online. Along with these
methods, I’ve reminded myself of these
relationships with a book.
Someone Who Will Love You in All Your
Damaged Glory is an anthology of 18 vignettes
and short stories by Raphael Bob-Waksberg of
Bojack Horseman fame. To fans of Bojack who
are familiar with Bob-Waksberg’s brand of wry
humor with emotional filling, the above
information is all they need to know to sink their
teeth in his literary debut. I went in expecting
something great, and for the most part, it hasn’t
let me down.
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If the title wasn’t any indication, the book is about, well, love (or,

Once you get past all that, however, you’ll find that it’s in the

as the book’s cover blurb puts it, “the best and worst thing in the

longer entries where the book truly shines. In casual prose, they

universe”). The 18 stories span across diﬀerent human relation-

take their time with their concepts without sacrificing the tender-

ships, each approaching the subject with sardonic wit and flair

ness of their ruminations. For instance, the kind of

for the experimental. Though the writing hinges heavily on a

larger-than-life

caustic and absurdist sense of humor, it does so to reach its

“Up-and-Comers,” the story of an indie-rock-band-turned-super-

emotional core. Perhaps that’s why the book opens with “Salted

hero-team, don’t detract from the beauty and ugliness of the

Circus Cashews, Swear to God,” a story of a date gone awry when

ordinary humanity underneath it all. Taking center stage is an

a man gives a woman a can of cashews whose print reassures her

intimate timeline of drunken bouts and the fallout of relation-

that “there certainly isn’t a fake snake wrapped around a spring

ships with a villain-blasting backdrop. It’s a sobering account of

that will jump out and startle you.” The words then segue into an

the reality of moving on in life.

struggles

one

would

expect

from

the

introspection about the decaying trust for people that comes
with love, all the while the text slowly shrinks into the size of

The more grounded pieces in the collection are as, if not more,

nutritional information on a can of nuts. In just two pages it was

powerful as its high concept colleagues. These stories are where

weird enough to make me want more, and I was in luck because

the book’s bittersweet illos come in full force. They possess not

In All Your Damaged Glory is chock-full of this stuﬀ.

so much as a pretense of humor. They are as stark as a girl trying
to understand her estranged stepbrother on a family trip in

Almost every story has a propensity to be weird, either in format

“These are Facts,” or deeply personal trauma and guilt from loss

or in narrative. This is made apparent early on with “A Most

laid bare in a theater production in “You Want to Know What

Blessed and Auspicious Occasion,” a story that takes playful jabs

Plays Are like?”

at the absurdity of wedding traditions with its worldbuilding. In
it, a couple faces resistance when they plan a nontraditional

Even with its ironic and playful sense of humor, In All Your

wedding, struggling with tried traditions such as the “Dance of

Damaged Glory delivers with a surprising sincerity to arrive at

the Cuckolded Woodland Sprite” or a “Shrieking Chorus” to start

some emotional truth. Sometimes those deliveries miss, bogged

the “Weeping and Flailing and Shouting of Lamentations.” Then

down by gimmicky prose that overstays their welcome. But when

there are stories that deliver through formal subversions, such as

they hit, they hit hard enough to make the entire book worth it.

the memories of multiple failed relationships disguised as a

They hit hard enough to remind us of the hurt that is love in any

travel guide of New York, a simple list of fibs told between a

form, be it an old date or a friend you haven’t talked to in years.

couple that tells a heavier truth, and a mutated ruleset of the

It does what a good book does and reminds you in these trying

game Taboo. They’re all as disparate as they’re amusing to read.

times that the connections you made are irreplaceable.

Unfortunately, it’s also in these shorter, more “gimmicky” stories
that one may see the weakest links. Some of the vignettes rely

Plus, it’s just a pretty funny book.

too much on their structural gimmick to truly stand out.
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THE

BEAUTY
OF
WALKING
Why We Need A Stroll
2020. 05. 07
written by Yoon Chung
Even when exams were only a week away, I always had half an hour to
spare outside, stretching my legs and getting some fresh air. Throughout high school, walking was almost as important as chocolate and
caﬀeine.
But not for everyone. Most of my peers just tried to glue themselves to
their desks for as long as possible, chugging down energy drinks. I
admired their stamina, but even the teachers advised us to take a
stroll every now and then. “Active bodies, active brains,” they said.
It turns out they were right. The human body is not designed to sit for
seven hours a day — which, according to the World Health Organiza51

tion (WHO), is exactly what up to 85% of the world population does.
The WHO has reported that around 2 million deaths per year are
attributed to physical inactivity. Medical studies have published
weight gain, indigestion, bowel issues, weakened spine, higher blood
pressure, increased risk of diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and
cancer as the most common health risks of the sedentary lifestyle. Its
eﬀect on our minds is even more alarming. According to one study,
lack of movement leads to a lack of blood and oxygen circulation to
our brains, which negatively influences the HPA axis, the part of the
brain associated with mood control, stress response, and motivation.
This means that lack of exercise increases the risk for depression and
lowers our brain eﬀiciency.

CULTURE

First, walking unleashes our creativity. And it’s not just about poets getting
inspiration from trees and flowers outdoors, but an actual change in the way
we think while we walk. A Stanford University study revealed that people who
walked outdoors or indoors (on treadmills) during creativity tasks all marked
a higher performance than those who sat outdoors or indoors during tasks.
For example, when given a set of objects and asked to think of alternative uses
for them, people’s creative output (judged by the originality of their answers
within their group) increased by 60% when they brainstormed while walking
instead of sitting.

So what do we do?
We walk.

Second, exercise promotes brain development. Studies have found that
when we exercise, our bodies produce a protein called FNDC5 and release it
into our bloodstream. This process stimulates the production of yet another
protein called BDNF, which prompts our bodies to grow new nerves and helps
existing brain cells to survive. In other words, walking could literally strengthen
our brains.

We all know that walking is one way to lose weight, but did you know that
calorie burn is just a part of the story? Walking not only burns calories but also

Last but not least, exercise improves concentration. Intense physical activity

reduces our craving for sugar, eﬀectively lowering our sugar intake. Walking

causes blood to flow to the brain, which then fires up the neurons in the

counteracts the “obesity gene” by cutting its eﬀect on our body weight by half.

hippocampus, a part of the brain critical for learning. Indeed, researchers have

According to British Medical Journals, walking also boosts our immune

found that just twenty minutes of exercise before studying can help us to

system. By the end of a 12-week aerobic exercise experiment on a five-day

focus better on learning tasks.

weekly workout schedule, adults with upper respiratory tract infection (URTI;
respiratory symptoms such as nose blockage, sore throat, coughing) showed

Luckily for Yonsei University students, our school oﬀers various Physical

a 43% decrease in the number of days they carried the symptoms. And of

Education classes every semester, such as “Body for Life,” “Pickleball,” and

course, there is the reduced risk of lung disease, heart attack, breast cancer,

“Line Dance,” all of which promotes stimulating physical activity for desk-fa-

diabetes, and arthritis.

tigued students every week. Students who took these classes have reportedly
developed a habit of regular exercise, and have felt their bodies become

Walking also improves our mental health. An active period of exercise causes

stronger and healthier.

more blood and oxygen to circulate to our brain. This positively influences the
HPA axis to improve our mood by reducing anxiety, negativity, depression,

But if a whole semester of workout classes seems too much for you, there is

and social withdrawal, leading to an overall boost in our self-esteem. With all

still a way to gain surprisingly much with surprisingly little eﬀort. Thirty

the social and academic pressure we face, walking could be an important part

minutes of moderately brisk walking three days a week should be enough to

of stress management for college students.

give you all the health benefits mentioned above. Now here’s a tip: you can
always break it up into three ten-minute walks without losing any of its eﬀects.

But perhaps the most intriguing perk of walking is that it boosts brain power,

If not even thirty minutes, then fifteen or even ten minutes a day are also

in not only one but three ways. For college students who are constantly

helpful.

studying and generating ideas for various essays and projects, walking may be
the key to opening the goldmine of our minds.

Just remember: the more the better, but always better than none.
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HOW I “USE”
FATE
w

2020. 05. 04
written by

Chan Kim

Nothing is more detestable than overthinking the future and feeling distress about something that is yet to
happen. That is why one superstition I believe in is that an almighty being writes the events a person will
face ahead of time. A person, so oblivious and clueless, cannot know what to expect in the days, weeks,
and even years to come. For the events that we are not able to control, whatever happens is fate. Though I
can make the choice to go to bed early to sleep for a long time, it will not necessarily guarantee a good
night's sleep. Even if my intention was to feel fresh the next day, I might still wake up irritated or wanting to
go back to sleep. Despite our initial intention of an action, we are not able to manipulate its outcomes.
Therefore, I consider the outcomes of our actions as fate.
I began to believe in fate when I noticed most things that happen in life are out of my hands. They are
unable to be controlled and mostly occur by coincidence. For example, when I hear of people winning the
lottery, I consider it diﬀicult to say they were simply lucky. The chances of winning are so low that to have
received divine assistance seems more realistic. I can’t help but think that person was meant to win the
lottery during his or her life.
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My superstition of fate can be correlated with
fatalism. Fatalism is a notion that approaches life as a series of uncontrollable and
inevitable events, in which humans do not
have any power to change a predetermined
future. Suppose a swimmer decides to
complete a final training session the day
before a match instead of relaxing his or her
muscles and resting up. The next day, the
swimmer wins first place. Fatalists would say
that the swimmer was meant to win regardless of the last-minute training. However,
some might say that the result was a well-deserved accomplishment that was aided by
the training. This second view is called
determinism, which supports a chain of
events by causality. Between the two ideas, I
have a stronger belief in fatalism, since I tend
to blame myself for doing something wrong
when something negative happens. In
contrast to determinism, which explains
events through causality, believing in fate
lets me relieve stress and self-doubt.
This does not mean that I leave my life solely
up to fate. My definition of fatalism is
diﬀerent in that I use it when trying to explain
outcomes with little diﬀerences that are
diﬀicult to understand using reason only.
“Little diﬀerences” can be clarified with an
example regarding Olympic medalists. The
athletes who stand on the podium have such
an immeasurable level of skills that I consider fate to be behind the color of their medals.
Likewise, I interpret these subtle diﬀerences
in life though this matter. It is for my conve-

nience that I look up to fate as a means to
accept reality and move on.
This superstition helps to reduce stress and
gain positivity. For example, the day before
an important exam or presentation, I tell
myself that how well I do is already decided,
regardless of how much I prepare now. This
relaxes my mind, relieving the built-up
pressure. It lets me be optimistic about the
future as I hope for the best.
On the other hand, if something negative
happens, I consider it to be a step in the
process of achieving something grand later
on. A personal experience comes from my
high school years. Doing poorly on one of my
midterms led to anxiety, but also a belief that
I would improve during finals. My attitude
towards studying became more sincere and
a guiding hand for me to accept the results.
Miraculously, everything went the way I
wished during finals. It was at this moment
that I pondered if doing terribly on midterms
had been necessary for me to gain motivation.
I was able to learn through past experiences
the importance of perseverance and
patience. Maybe the almighty being tests me
at times to see how I cope with unfavorable
situations. They will surely and repeatedly
attempt to shake me in the future, while
oﬀering an opportunity to learn from what
may seem as initial defeat. If I handle it well,
maybe it will surprise me, to my delight, with
a positive reward in the future!
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Insight Into The

HINDSIGHT OF HISTORY

2020. 06. 12
written by Eunje Kim
In our analysis of history we often adopt
a linear perspective examining how the
events of the past aﬀect the present.
However, as quoted by Winston
Churchill, “history is written by the
victors.” Although we are familiar with
the dynamics of power politics we
frequently fall prey to the narratives
written by the dominant culture.
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In many cases this leads to inadequate
assessments about historical contexts.
As a result, we must train to keep a
critical eye, or as you would learn
during the first week of Introduction to
International Studies, “look for the
anomalies.”
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Let’s consider the Peace of Westphalia (1646-1648), a
series of peace treaties that put an end to the deadly
religious wars at the heart of Europe, including the
Thirty Years’ War. Peace was negotiated for a couple of
years before the Spanish-Dutch treaty was signed in
January of 1648, as well as the treaty between the Holy
Roman Empire, Germany, France, and Sweden in
October of the same year. The Peace of Westphalia is
commonly thought of as the foundation of the modern
international system, which put an end to the religious
interstate wars in the 16th to 17th centuries in Europe
and internationalized the principle of sovereignty. The
birth of sovereign nation-states would operate on the
basis of equal rights to non-interference to enable
peaceful coexistence. The treaties of Westphalia
became the standard that nation-states used to
evaluate the rights and wrongs of whether neighboring
countries’ actions were admissible.

It was only after the arrival of the West that these
countries came to reinterpret the tribute system as
“backward” and “despotic,” thus rewriting history in
nationalistic language that viewed sovereignty as
inherently normative, while downplaying “centuries of
stability and close relations with China” that were
previously regarded “a sign of cultural and civilizational
strength.” All of this is to say that contemporary history
may not represent actual history, but in fact, a modified
version that fits the frame of what has been internalized as glorifiable by the rule-setter.

But let’s not forget about who gets to be the ultimate
judge of internalized principles. Although this period
might have been the golden age for some European
powers, it was remarkably one of the darkest moments
for the rest of the world. Only half a century later, the
European powers violated the sacred principle of
sovereignty, unleashing two wars: the War of the
Spanish Succession (1701-1714) and Austrian Succession (1740-1748). These conflicts were about deciding
the leaders of their neighboring countries and demonstrating power to enforce their national strategic
interests. Subsequently, these great powers applied a
double standard, pursuing territorial colonization of
the New World. As Winston Churchill put it, the Seven
Years War (1756-1763), also recognized as the skirmishes of England, France, and Spain over the ownership of
North America, was the “first world war.”

On a closer note to our daily decision-making processes, we could, for instance, re-examine the role of
modern capitalism. The rise of the internet in the late
1980s is considered an innovative breakthrough that
enabled the democratization of information on a
global scale. This has brought promises of increased
productivity, eﬀiciency, and optimization. However, the
very basics of a capitalist economy tell us that nothing
is free. There are opportunity costs to anything. Behind
the medium through which we receive our information,
there are suppliers who are profit-driven and whose
purpose is to capture our attention towards their
product. We may think that our attention is worth
giving, but are the filters transparent? We are seeing
problems of fake news content and addiction to digital
platforms. Under the veil of personalized feeds
deemed convenient, we pay with the currency of our
time, sleep, and values. This is not to debunk nor
undermine the benefits that innovation brings us, but
to examine to which aspects we are or may become
vulnerable.

Political scientist David Kang also raises an interesting
inquiry in his book East Asia Before the West: Five
Centuries of Trade and Tribute. What accounts for the
fact that “Hideyoshi’s invasion of Korea marked the
only military conflict between Japan, Korea, and China
for over six centuries?” The author introduces the
“tribute system,” an alternative international relations
theory that focuses on the unequal and hierarchical
relations of East Asian powers. Although the idea of
unequal relations is often condemned, Kang indicates
that their shared consensus of deference to one state,
China, enabled their “regional stability and prosperity.”

To sum up this systematic approach of analysis, the
point is that the ongoing normalization of ideologies
introduced by the dominant culture are not without
flaws or intrinsically desirable. We should not take
them as givens, but rather, critically analyze their
validity before taking steps to adopt them.

Once again, let’s be critical and think, are there no
anomalies around us?

“A long habit of
not thinking a thing wrong,
gives it a superficial appearance
of being right.”
-James Williams
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TIGER KING
AND ITS DISTURBING LOOK
INTO ANIMAL CRUELTY
2020. 05. 02
written by Sukran Choi
In the midst of the recent pandemic, many have resorted to
binge-watching Netflix’s insane, true-crime, seven part documentary
series called Tiger King: Murder, Mayhem, and Madness. A staggering
statistic in the documentary reveals that there are more tigers owned by
irresponsible people in the United States than there are in their natural
habitat throughout the world. One of these unqualified private “zoo”
operators is Joseph Allen Maldonado-Passage, infamously known as
Joe Exotic, who used to own a total of 187 tigers. Along with Joe Exotic
are exotic animal trainer Bhagavan Antle and big-cat rights activist
Carole Baskin, who each possess private ownership of exotic pets.
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The show provides an absurd insight into how the
aforementioned figures treat these animals, yet somehow
manages to make it all about the entertaining qualities
surrounding the characters of the show. Although the
series presents a narrative that disapproves of the general
act of animal abuse, it fails to explore the necessary
conversation about the fundamental reasons for why it
might be wrong to have private ownership of endangered
species. They focus on establishing the characters’
background, such as Joe Exotic’s inspiration for starting
The Garold Wayne Exotic Animal
Memorial Park being a tribute to
Joe’s brother, who died in a car crash
in 1997. It then takes us through Joe’s
journey
of
his
simultaneous
“marriage” (an unconventional
three-way relationship) with two
young men (one of whom had
passed away from an accidental
shooting), and an intense rivalry
with Carole Baskin, who he
accuses of “sucking [him] dry of
money and wanting all of [his]
animals.” Instead of portraying Joe
solely as an abominable being for
killing some of his tigers and denying
the cubs from their mothers, the
show attempts to humanize him using
his captivating personality and his
unfortunate past.
What is more troubling is the public’s
reaction from viewing Tiger King. Although
some audiences, such as animal rights activists,
have criticized the focus of the documentary,
celebrities like Cardi B have expressed their
sympathies towards Joe Exotic, brushing over
countless irreversible damage he inflicted on the
animals. Even the current US president, Donald Trump,
has stated that he will “take a look at” pardoning Joe
Exotic from his jail sentence for multiple charges of animal
abuse and plotting the murder of Carole Baskin.
The documentary captures the so-called “emotional
bonds” between the characters and their caged animals
but lacks a critical assessment of how this superficial bond
translates to the treatment of the animals. For instance,
the show contains footage of Bhagavan Antle riding an
elephant, which is condemned by many animal specialists
due to the probable development of "post-traumatic
stress syndrome following a serious trauma" such as the
crushing and breaking of elephants' backs (reported by
World Animal Protection, 2017).

However, rather than being informative about the impacts
on the animals, the show focuses on the flamboyance of
Antle's lifestyle. Another footage captures an incident in
which a worker at Joe Exotic’s zoo had to have her arm
amputated after an accident from sticking her arm in a
tiger’s cage. Not only does the mismanagement of animals
harm the pets themselves, but it also puts employees at
risk. One other character on the show even attempts to
justify the illegal breeding of his exotic tigers by claiming
that
they
would go extinct otherwise. This
demonstrates
the
self-serving
motivations
behind
the
zoo-keepers
that
appear
throughout the series, highlighting
their determination to profit from
expanding the numbers of their pets.
Otherwise, if they truly care for their
animals, they would not be
depriving the exotic cats of their
freedom by imprisoning them in
cages. Furthermore, the issue of
treatment for zoo animals is further
complicated with the recent finding
of tigers being infected with
coronavirus.
Several news outlets (such as The
New York Times and BBC) have
reported on a tiger named Nadia at the
Bronx Zoo in New York testing positive
for the virus. Although it is diﬀicult to
verify the validity of this statement, it
appears that Nadia did show symptoms
of coronavirus, including the dry cough,
and is speculated to have contracted
it from a zoo keeper. This instance
further corroborates the fact that
possession of animals requires thorough expertise and
suﬀicient resources, and hence animals cannot readily be
held in captivity.
Tiger King and its characters shed light not only on the
extensive market of breeding and selling cubs but the
highly questionable morals from capitalizing on these
animals that deserve to roam in the wild, free from the
hands of incompetent human beings. Lack of legal
procedures in regulating the commercialization and
unethical treatment of animals fails to end this persistence
in animal abuse. Ultimately, I found the documentary to
work in favor of Joe Exotic, instead of the exotic animals.
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HOW “COLOR OF THE YEAR” IS
SMEARED IN PEOPLES’ LIVES
2020. 06. 12
written by Soohyun Moon
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Every December since 2000, Pantone Color Institute, a leading
color consulting service dedicated to supporting the management of color in various industries, has been selecting the
“Color of the Year” for the upcoming new year. The Institute is
part of Pantone, a US-based design and fashion company
founded in 1962. Twice a year, Pantone hosts a meeting with
various color standard groups from all over the world for their
color selection. They do not pick a color that simply diﬀers
from the past year’s. In fact, they go through a rather thorough
process in picking the color that would best express the social
snapshot of the new year and forecast global color trends. The
teams gather and spend the entire summer and fall months
analyzing fashion shows, the art industry, and social media to
gather evidence on colors that are trending. It must be remembered that they are not only looking for a trendy color but also
the color that implies a message for the following year.
Classic Blue was selected as the Color of the Year 2020. Living
in a world where technology and science keep developing and
as a result, everything seems so busy, blue was considered the
best in posing this issue as it represents communication and
introspection. The meaning of this color gives us a sense of
tranquility and the opportunity to look back on ourselves. "A
boundless blue evocative of the vast and infinite evening sky,
Pantone 19-4052 Classic Blue encourages us to look beyond the
obvious to expand our thinking; challenging us to think more
deeply, increase our perspective and open the flow of communication." said Leatrice Eiseman, executive director of Pantone
Color Institute.
In terms of the practical usage of this annual color selection,
the “Color of the Year” is frequently used in various markets
across industries, such as in fashion, cosmetics, food and
beverages etc. Pantone contracts with numerous diﬀerent
brands on their partnership every year, and their collaborations create a huge synergy in terms of utilizing fresh marketing techniques and showing consumers that they are on trend.
In 2020 for Classic Blue, Pantone has made partnerships with
Adobe Stock, FedEx, VDL, Copenhagen Design, LOKAI and
many more. While in partnership, these brands create
products that are usually launched as special editions with the
Color of the Year.
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One of the most successful cases of such partnerships was
with Sephora in 2016, whose colors were Rose Quartz &
Serenity (a type of light blue). The collection SEPHORA +
PANTONE UNIVERSE includes a 24-color eyes palette, a matte
lipstick in each color and a 5-piece lip gloss set. Sephora
worked with Pantone to broadly compose the palette of
complementary colors with Serenity and Rose Quartz being
the main shade. For the lipstick with the color Serenity, they
were initially skeptical of its launch since it is not a conventional lipstick color. Yet, it saw a great response from consumers along with their perceptions that the color is in vogue.
Like this case, many marketers seek collaboration with
Pantone and their Color of the Year to replicate a similarly
successful synergy. After the next Color of the Year is
announced, it will not be too diﬀicult to look for brands with
that color at the department store in 2021.
Now, for us as college students, there are a lot of times when
we find ourselves having to make PowerPoint (PPT) presentations. Since this activity is ultimately aiming for conveying
what we want to say to the audience, it is essential to capture
their attention from the very beginning so that they can
gradually concentrate on our talk. Let’s admit: we all had that
moment thinking long and hard about deciding our PPT
template. It should be readable, catchy, and include some
artistic vibes. Imagine importing a default white background
or a random character template. The PPT would then either
be too dull or too messy.
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How about embellishing your slides with the Color of the
Year? Here, I recommend using a mixture of two or three
colors that go well with each other. Color harmonies can be
found on the Pantone website and they kindly tell us five
diﬀerent preloaded color palettes, composed of up to eight
colors for each Color of the Year. Since using all the palette
colors for the template would actually scatter our focus,
picking only two to three would be enough. Applying those
selected colors onto our PPT would greatly enhance your
delivery, especially when also including pictures and online
resources that display similar color schemes.
The Color of the Year is practically being utilized by countless
diﬀerent people and sectors of the community. Yet it is
important to not detract from the hopeful messages the
colors imply and get a sense of restfulness and encouragement for the upcoming year. Amidst the whole COVID-19
situation the world is facing now, I begin to wonder which
color and what kinds of messages will be presented by
Pantone this December. Even though the color itself would
not be able to reverse the situation at once, the message by
which it will accompany will strive to keep the world motivated in overcoming the situation with a positive and hopeful
mindset. So why don’t we stay tuned for the “Color of the Year
2021” and anticipate a colorful new beginning?
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